
 

              
     

 
           

  
               

            
       

                
            

               
         

                  
        

          
               

              
                

  

 
               

                
              

                
                

 

     
                 

 
             

        
  

     

Responding  and  Waiting  
Module:  Follow  the  CAR  

Content  Activity: Adult  Reading  Partner  
Big Idea: 

• Adults encourage participation and support students in taking the lead. 

Guiding Statement: 
• If I RESPOND by repeating, labeling, and adding more to what my students speak, 

sign, or communicate using the systems they are learning, I pause and wait again 
to encourage the students to add more. 

Pausing and waiting is so important for adults to use before and after every step in Follow 
the CAR. Students who are beginning communicators need more time to process 
information, think about it, determine what they want to say, find a way to communicate 
their idea, plan the motor movements needed to communicate, and communicate their 
idea. That is why it is so important to wait before we read the page, after we read the 
page, after we make comments, and after we ask for participation. 

As our students begin to communicate and we respond to their communication, pausing 
and waiting is important again! When we do pause and wait after we respond we are 
sending the message that we are encouraging students to have a conversation with us. 
We are excited to know about their ideas and to know how they might want to expand 
upon those ideas. 

Directions: 
Let’s practice pausing and waiting using short role play activities. One person will take the 
role of the student and the other person will take the role of the adult reading partner. In 
each of these scenarios, a student will communicate about something in the book, and 
you will respond using the script provided. After you respond to the student, wait to see if 
and how the student responds. Then you can choose how you want to respond to the 
student. 

Student who uses graphic symbols 
STUDENT: Point to graphic symbol of “GO” while looking at a picture of a car going up a 
hill. 
ADULT READING PARTNER: “Go!”, while pointing to the graphic symbol GO. “Go up!”, 
while pointing to the symbols GO and UP. 
STUDENT: … 
ADULT READING PARTNER: … 
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RESPOND AND WAIT 2 
Student who uses communication behaviors 
STUDENT: Smiles while looking at a picture of a boat 
ADULT READING PARTNER: “I see you smiling. You LIKE that,” (while signing LIKE or 
while pointing to the graphic symbol of LIKE.) 
STUDENT: … 
ADULT READING PARTNER: … 

Student who uses multiple modes 
STUDENT: Points to MORE on personal communication system while looking at a page 
with many penguins. 
ADULT READING PARTNER: “More!” while pointing to graphic symbol MORE. “More 
penguins”, while pointing to the symbol MORE and then pointing the penguins. 
STUDENT: … 
ADULT READING PARTNER: … 
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